RAZOR MK
Good-Bye Never
Looked So Good
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Get the same remarkably thin, attractively modern Razor exit signage –
now refined to deliver brighter illumination and easier installation.
Exceptional Brightness With
Flawless Legend Uniformity

Evenlite uses an injection-molded 3mm light guide that
produces a vibrantly illuminated legend of 18fL – 7 times
the minimum code requirement for life safety at a 100-foot
viewing distance. This unique refractive-pattern light guide
distributes the LED light source evenly and flawlessly across
the legend eliminating bright spots.

>> 2 watts power consumption
>> Snap-locking easy installation
>> Maintenance-free, Nickel Metal Hydride
battery provides up to 4 hours duration
>> Remote Capacity
>> Damp-location listed
>> 5-year warranty

One-Piece Internal Assembly
Enhances Versatility In The Field

Light guide, light engine, batteries and electrical connectors
are neatly housed in a single assembly within the MK3
injection-molded frame. A unique flexible circuit board makes
mounting a breeze in the field with a simple mating connector.
Mounting knockouts work with standard junction boxes
eliminating the need for custom boxes or extension rings.

Sophisticated Electronics Provide
Impressive Energy-Efficiency

High efficiency magnetic power supply requires just 2 watts
for both single or double face signs. Versatile circuitry
provides for many optional functions, including: self-test, selfdiagnostics, fire alarm interface, flash in emergency mode,
continuous flash in AC mode, and infrared remote testing.
Premium high temperature, maintenance-free, eco-friendly
Nickel Metal Hydride battery runs 2.6 times longer than the
90-minute code requirement.

Construction view

Remote Capacity

Optional remote capacity batteries provide 2 watts additional
power to run 1 or 2 watt Evenlite remote LED lampheads.

Remote head
Razor MK3 canopy mounted
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RAZOR MK3 Model Variations
Razor MK3 Classic

Evenlite’s Razor MK3 Classic is a high quality,
solidly constructed die cast aluminum LED exit sign
with an ultra slim profile that never compromises
performance. Sleek and modern, the Classic blends
well wherever an inconspicuous fixture is preferred.
The new Razor MK3 features field selectable top or
end canopy mounting, snap-lock assembly and an
optional square pendant rod with matching slim
profile adaptors and canopy.

Razor MK3 Classic with
hang straight pendant and
ceiling canopy

Razor MK3 Master - Remote

Combine all the features of the Razor MK3 Classic with
the powerful ability to interface with another Razor
via Remote, and voilà – you get the Razor MK3 Master
- Remote. This is an ideal solution that allows the
high-level Master Razor to power a low voltage
low-level or remote exit sign.

Vandal-resistant, snap-lock cover
suitable for floor proximity installation.
(Remote Unit shown below)

Razor Classic components are integrated with openface inserts to provide Razor MK3 Custom Graphics.
These models feature bright uniform illumination both
in stencil or background-illuminated custom graphics,
allowing for many configurations. Phantom illumination
is newly available where the legend is virtually invisible
when the fixture is “OFF,” illuminating only when AC
or backup power is present. This option is ideal for
signage with time-sensitive messages that require
visibility only when the sign is “ON.”

PHANTOM
CUSTOM GRAPHICS
• Legend colors available in
red, green, or blue, all with
an opaque white background.
• White LED models allow for a
multiple color option on the
same fixture.
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Razor MK3 Custom Graphics

Low Level
Remote Unit
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• Graphics and color choices
are customizable providing
you with many configurations.

